We will not have meetings until further
notice. I will start putting in the meeting places again when we are able to
resume normal life safely. Note, this is
a birdbath not dead fish

You can pay your dues anytime
now, they are still only $20
Please give cash/check to our treasurer:
Or Send To: Letriana Cantrell
311 Arnold Rd.
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Please volunteer
for one of our
office openings

Well, again warm weather has finally come and I’m sure you’re
fish are so happy to be eating and doing all the things fish do that
captivate us so much. We should be glad they can’t catch this terrible disease. We have decided not to have the June meeting just to be
on the safe side, besides, the lily farm where we were going to
meet, is self isolating and would not be able to talk to us or sell us
any lilies we may be lusting for. Perhaps in July, we shall see what
rules are in store and then make a decision on when to have our next
meeting safely. Keeping everyone safe is so important to us all.
I haven’t gotten any pictures of anyone’s pond so you just have to
look at mine again. Please, for everyone’s enjoyment send in photos
of your pond. I just love seeing what you have done this year with
your ponds and yards, everything matures and changes with time.
I have certainly enjoyed the extra time I’ve had to work in my yard.
The time has just zoomed by and I forget I am in self quarantine.
Actually, I am typing this letter sitting on my deck looking at all nature can provide, I guess that also includes the gnats flying around
my head.
On another note, we still need people to fill our coming vacancies
on our board. imagine the fun you will have with us planning for the
clubs adventures. Life is too short not to take us up on this exciting
job.
Please keep safe, we are in this together.
Jeannie Clarke
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My pond. Send in pictures please.
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What is Filamentous Algea?
Filamentous Algae are colonies of microscopic plants that link together to form threads or mesh-like
filaments. These tiny plants normally grow on the surface of hard objects under the water but they
can break loose and form floating mats. Filamentous algae are important because they produce oxygen and food for the animals that live in the pond, but they also can cause problems such as clogs
and stagnancy. Filamentous algae do not have roots; rather they get their nutrients directly from the
water, meaning Filamentous algae are entirely dependent on the number of nutrients in the water.
Because stormwater ponds collect water flowing from yards and roads in the community, they often
grow an abundance of algae. In farm ponds runoff from farming fields, fish waste, and surrounding
vegetation become the source of the nutrient load.
Is Filamentous Algae unhealthy?
No, not necessarily. Most filamentous green algae do not produce toxins that are harmful to humans. The algae are growing in response to excessive nutrients coming into the pond. The clumps
are unsightly, but they are not themselves a threat to your health.
When do Filamentous Algae become a problem?
Some algae during the warmer months are a natural part of the aquatic ecosystem and the annual
cycle of plant growth. But ponds that have algae covering more than 20% of the surface area are
more likely to develop stagnancy, noxious odors, and fish kills, so it is recommended that filamentous algae be controlled to prevent it from covering more than 20% of the pond surface.
A large infestation of filamentous algae limits the exchange of oxygen between the water and the
atmosphere, and they prevent photosynthesis from producing oxygen in the water. Also, excessive
algae growth adds to the pond sediment (muck) once the algae die.
How do I control Filamentous Algae?
Prevention
The best way to prevent chronic regrowth of algal mats is to reduce the nutrients washing into the
pond. Consistent use of Natural Water Treaments help lower nutrients and organic waste in ponds
and lakes.
Applying Aquatic Dyes prevents sunlight from penetrating to the plants and slows the rate of growth.
Aquatic dyes must be applied early in the season and reapplied regularly throughout the growing
season to be effective.
Barley Straw has been used for hundreds of years as a natural way to prevent algae in ponds.
There are numerous research studies that show that barley straw helps keep algae off ponds and
slows its growth.
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Physical controls
Mechanical/manual removal and raking can provide immediate short-term control but are not feasible longterm maintenance methods.
Chemical control
Cutrine Plus Algaecide is a rapid-acting, contact algaecide. Cutrine Plus contains no corrosive sulfates, like
other algaecides. Water hardness will not reduce effectiveness. Begins to work on contact with algae.
Clipper SD is a very effective algaecide that dissipates quickly from the water column and does not accumulate in sediment making this a safe way method of control.
During droughts when water levels are very low and temperatures are very high, it is not advised to treat
ponds for excessive algae because of the increased threat of water quality impairment and a fish kill.
Mechanical Aeration
Diffused Aeration can assist with managing nutrients in the water, creating water movement and overall
better water quality.
Floating Fountains and Surface Aerators increase water circulations and add oxygen to a pond helping decrease nutrients and stagnation.
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